
December 2013                                                          (back to summary) 
 
“ Several sessions with WLC… really satisfied with everything…. Julia is 
very courteous & professional… she takes time to explain…allaying any 
possible embarrassment… the procedure has woken up my digestive 
system…I recommend it”. 
 
(28)I have had several sessions at West London Colonics and I am really satisfied 
with the treatment and the overall experience. 
 
First of all, I'd like to vouch for the courtesy and professionalism of Julia.  
 
The first time she explained to me the benefits of the treatment as well as how the 
procedure works in great detail. Her friendliness and good manners made me feel 
at ease. The thorough explanation of the treatment and the way she answered my 
questions gave me the reassurance she knew what she was doing. At no point have 
I felt uncomfortable or embarrassed. 
 
As for the procedure, I think it's helped me "wake up" my digestive system and 
cleanse my body (I had recently finished a long course of antibiotics and therefore 
had colonics) 
 
I would recommend it. 
 
                                                       - ecg80, multiple visits July 2012- Dec 2013 
 
 
“Julia goes the extra mile; ongoing treatment package prices are good 
value; well structured approach to treatment; I was put at ease…. with 
good level of explanations from Julia…. who was patient and 
empathetic throughout; I felt reconnected with my body... felt fresher, 
lighter and with renewed zest for life …I have booked further sessions” 
                                                                        
(27)I have waited a little while before writing this review because I wanted to 
make it fairly detailed.  
I personally found that the more detailed reviewers gave me the most useful 
insight- perhaps because I am a rather detail-oriented person! 
 
I am also the person who asked the question about low- priced colonics treatment, 
which the Wahanda community were generous in responding to. 
 
All the responses were helpful, but West London Colonics Julia seemed to go the 
extra mile. I spoke to her on the phone (this is one of the things she suggested a 
newbie to colonics should do!), and also checked out her Wahanda profile, which 
incidentally wasn’t so easy to do with some of the other clinics I looked at). 
The WLC Wahanda page was informative and gave me links to satisfy my desire 
for more information. 
 
 
 

http://www.westlondoncolonics.com/testimonials.html
http://www.wahanda.com/user/ecg80/activity/


After talking to Julia, I was satisfied that she was the right person for me to have my 
first colonic with.  
 
She suggested I book a little extra time (over and above the standard 60 minute 
treatment time), picking up that I didn’t want this first treatment to be rushed, and 
although I had wanted a low price colonic initially, I realised that she was talking 
good sense.  
And in any case, WLCs pricing both for initial treatments, and ongoing treatments 
(what Julia calls a ‘series’) are very good compared to other London clinics.  
 
So what was the structure of the treatment? 
• The consultation (using a health questionnaire which was focused and well 
thought through, I didn’t feel rushed through it, but neither was it a drawn out 
affair. Julia was careful too check for contra indications to treatment.) 
• A pre colonic abdominal massage – to release the colon muscles. (Julia explained 
the colon hold a lot of the stress response of the body) 
• Then the colonic itself  
• Then the retention implant (I had the probiotic implant, but she explained there 
are other possible substances too, ranging from coffee (!) to flaxseed tea. 
• Then the after care session when Julia explained the do’s/ don’t’s for the next few 
days after the colonic  
 
The treatment itself is strange at first, but I got used to it a lot quicker than I 
expected. Julia is very good a making you feel at ease; it helped that I felt I knew 
her from the telephone conversation and e-mail communication before the session. 
I felt I was in very competent and experienced hand, and there was no need for me 
to feel concerned about anything. I could feel my abdomen relaxing deeply with 
the pre-colonic massage, and that relaxation (plus drinking plenty of water for a 
few days before the colonic) made the colonic itself a fairly comfortable experience. 
In a strange way, I found the process itself made me feel connected with my body 
rather than thinking of it as alien territory. It was satisfying to sense how the water 
and the herbs in it were stimulating natural responses, almost like waking up a 
lazy, dormant part of me. Again, Julia was good with her explanations. She told me 
that reconnection with ones body was one the unsung benefits of colonics. She said 
people began to trust their bodies more, after having a few colonics, particularly 
people with IBS and the like. That’s not to say that there was not some temporary 
discomfort. I did get some hot flushes on the right side of the body (the liver flushing, 
said Julia), some cramp like stomach pains, also unexpected emotional feeling 
coming up. Julia was patient and empathetic throughout, justifying the label of 
‘colon whisperer’, which she says one client conferred on her. (Which others have 
picked up on; me too, I think) 
 
Julia explained also that it can take 24 to 72 hours after treatment for bowel 
activity to return to normal; and there would probably be a small but distinct 
improvement in the quality of bowel movements. Lighter and easier. For me it was 
24 hours.  
And for sure, I definitely saw a difference along the lines that she mentioned. 
Fresher, lighter and with renewed zest for life even as winter draws in on us.  
Julia suggested I give myself a little time to rest and really benefit from the 
treatment – not to rush into the hurly- burly of every day life.  
In fact, I was struck by how much emphasis she put into the pre- treatment 
preparation and post-treatment consolidation stages. 



She keeps emphasizing that colonics are a support to a healthy lifestyle, not an 
excuse for having an unhealthy lifestyle.  
This could be irritating to those who hope that colonics are a magic pill, but I found 
it helped me focus on my role in the process of re-engaging with health.  
So what next for me? I have booked a series of colonics, a nicely priced package of 
5 treatments (with the 5th treatment being free) plus a complimentary probiotic 
implant thrown in. Having enjoyed the pre-colonic massage and the post-colonic 
implants, I will pay a little more and definitely take them up for some, (may be all), 
of my forthcoming sessions.  
Oh, just a last point, if you do go to Julia, be aware that she is a lady who 
appreciates being given feedback; she asks for it post session, and she is keen for her 
clients to write their reviews on WLC s business page on Wahanda.  
She told me she now requests every client to comment on their experience, whether 
they are a single-session client or someone who elects (like me), to do a series. Her 
point of view is that a spectrum of experiences help the prospective client get the 
users perspective. A refreshing attitude, I thought. She says also that it’s the only 
way for her to check out that her view of the session matches that of the client! 
Of course, Julia ruefully comments that people being as busy as they are, and 
colonics being the kind of treatment that they are, fewer people post reviews than 
do for standard beauty related treatments. (All I can say is Thank god for being 
able to post reviews under the anonymity of a user name. It may take me some 
time to come out of the closet on this one.) 
                                                                                 DaynaJoy; visited Dec 2013 
 
WestLondonColonics comments on DaynaJoy review  
 
Dear DaynaJoy,  
Thank you, and thank you again for your wonderful 5 star review of WLC! 
It seems to me you have gone well beyond the call of duty in writing this review.  
You have captured very accurately many of the aspects that I seek to emphasise in 
WLCs approach to colonics.  
Whilst a rose is a rose is a rose, thats not true of colonics. I think peoples subjective 
experience of a colonic does change depending who they have it with.  
I love a good deal as much as the next person, and WLC are keen on delivering 
consistently great value. When people go to eat in a restaurant, they know what a 
5 star service is (lots of guide books to consult on the topic) and are willing to pay 
accordingly. But when it comes to colonics, people think its a mechanical thing 
(water in, water out - as one of the other reviewers commented), and the service is 
commoditised by Groupon/ Wowcher and the like. I suppose one of my idealistic 
notions is to provide some distinctions for clients to make their purchase decisions, 
other than solely price.  
Your review has been very useful in setting a context for this, particularly as you 
initially were searching for low priced colonics!  
Its a real privilege to have you as a client. I really look forward to working with you 
in 2014. 
                                                                                                  Julia, Jan 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.wahanda.com/user/daynajoy/activity/
http://www.wahanda.com/pro/westlondoncolonics/details/
http://www.wahanda.com/pro/westlondoncolonics/details/


 
 
(26) “Had a really relaxing and pleasant first experience thanks to Julia, everything 
is really friendly yet professional and I am definitely going back!” 
                                                                                         kirstyjj; visited Dec 2013 
 
 
“… A great place… my first-timer anxieties allayed…felt welcomed; 
clean and comprehensive provision; feeling better and better with series; 
definitely continuing … wholeheartedly recommended.” 
  
(25) West London Colonics is a great place to get colon therapy done. I was 
apprehensive before my 1st session but the therapist, Julia, is very welcoming and 
put me at ease straight away. The premises are clean and everything you need is 
provided for. I have now had about 4 sessions and each time I have felt lighter and 
more clear headed, which is probably a result of the toxins having been expelled 
from my body. I am planning and hoping on doing more sessions with Julia in the 
near future. I would wholeheartedly recommend West London Colonics for the 
beginner and the seasoned colon therapy goer. 
       -  dooli1981;  visited September / October 2013  review posted Dec 2013 
 
 
WLC comment on dooli review  
 
Thank you for your 5 star rating of WLC service , and your kind words about me.  
I have appreciated your focus and dedication to your health.Its been a pleasure 
working with you  
I look forward to supporting you with your Wellbeing objectives in 2014. 
Warm wishes Julia 
 
 
 
 
                           
                                        Nov                                 Jan   

http://www.westlondoncolonics.com/nov_test.pdf
http://www.wahanda.com/user/kirstyjj/activity/
http://www.wahanda.com/user/dooli1981/activity/
http://www.westlondoncolonics.com/jan_test.pdf

